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Montclair To Welcome Basil Rathbone; Phi Announces Campus Queen Finalists

MSC To Feature Ferguson

BULLETIN: February 20, 1962. The SGA announced today that Maynard Ferguson and his group will be the featured artists at Montclair State’s Spring Hop. The dance will be held on May 23, 1962, in the gymnasium.

College Participates In Student Exchange

Montclair State College has set up a plan to promote a student exchange program between various colleges within the United States, Mr. King, Director of Admissions, states that this plan, which originated at MSC, has received a great number of favorable comments from other colleges. The program was also unanimously supported by the SGA.

Those colleges which will participate in the program include: Chico State College, Texas; Ball State College, Indiana; East Texas State College; South-West Texas State College; Washington University at Pullman; Washington; West Michigan State College; East Michigan State College; North Illinois State College; South Illinois State College; Central Missouri State College at Warrensburg and Central Washington College of Education at Ellensburg, Washington.

As now envisioned the program would include six students from MSC and six from the other participating colleges. Selection of students will be based on personality, academic performance, and participation in student affairs.

Library Sets Up Fine Regulations

Beginning March 15, 1962, the library will charge fines on all overdue books. This new system of circulation regulations was established by the Faculty Library Committee of which Dr. Edwin Fulcomer is chairman, and ratified by the Student Library Committee, composed of John Lendry, Pio Tumquist, and Bill Labone. In order to retrieve and 2,000 books now overdue and to prevent this recurrence, various fines will be imposed on books overdue for different time periods commencing with books due March 15.

For a regular book loaned for a three week period, the overdue fine will be 50 cents a day. They are not renewable. Overnight books not returned by 9:30 a.m. the following day, after the first hour, will be charged $.15 an additional hour up to $.75 a day. For a three-day loan, a $1.25 for each overdue day, while a week loan amounts to $.90 a day. Period loans can be renewed for a maximum of two periods. Current periodicals will not circulate. Bound periodicals circulate overnight only at 9:30 p.m. Unbound periodicals may be borrowed for a week. All periodical fines will be $.10 a day.

At a faculty meeting on February 21, 1962, it was unanimously decided that these regulations apply to faculty members as well as students.

逾期通知将被寄到所有被超期的书和书籍，这些被超期书籍将被通知并要求在一周内归还。因此，所有逾期书籍将被取消新的规定。

Barek Named Phi's Darling

Junior business education major June Barek has been chosen Phi Lambda Pi's Girl of the Month for February. June is president of Deltique sorority and vice president of the Business club, Epsilon Mu Epsilon. A Newman Club member for three years, she is also box office manager for Players. June is a commuter from Garfield.

The Photography Staff of La Campana need staff members to fill all of its vacancies. Meetings are held each Thursday at 8:30 a.m. in Upper Montclair. Proof of college status around campus will be displayed on the Bulletin Board in Life Hall, and prints will be available at the studio for those interested in photography. All interested students are invited to attend, and anyone who wishes to work and to learn are the only requirements.

Basil Rathbone Advocates English Language

Basil Rathbone, an actor who has played roles in 23 of William Shakespeare’s works, will devote one-half of his program to the Bard, when he brings his unique dramatic presentation, “An Evening With Basil Rathbone” to Montclair State College on March 7.

The works of such literary greats as Poe, Conrad, Dostoevsky, and Heine will consume the first half of Mr. Rathbone’s presentation. The second portion of his presentation will be devoted to Shakespeare.

One of the leading interpreters of Shakespeare on the current theatrical scene, Mr. Rathbone has served on the faculty of the University of Chicago, and holds a degree in English from Oxford. He is presently engaged in the filming of a Shakespeare play, “The Tempest,” in which he plays Prospero.

Having learned his craft from the greats of the stage, his work in the Bard, Mr. Rathbone has performed in London and the United States, Mr. Rathbone is well qualified when he asserts, “Shakespeare should not be ‘taught’ in school. It should be performed. This is the very essence of the words. Mr. Shakespeare wrote. They are to be heard and understood, not glanced over and misinterpreted. The plays of Shakespeare, if they are to mean anything to the young people in our schools, should be acted by the school drama class for the benefit of the entire student body. Many things, poetry included, lose much of their meaning when read silently. There is drama in words... but you find it only when someone throws it to you... that is presents it to you on its own terms.”

Philosophy professor, Mr. Rathbone has played many a man on stage, “The Merchant of Venice,” “The Comedy of Errors,” “The Tempest,” “Hamlet,” and “The Boy’s Own Book,” to name but a few. It was inevitable that in the course of his writing the motion pictures should claim Mr. Rathbone. Most successful of his films were the Sherlock Holmes pictures (13 in all), “Crimson Blow,” “Tovarich,” “Anna Karenina,” “The Mark of Zorro,” “The Last Mrs. Chay­nery,” and “The Court Jester.” In all he has made done pictures.

MSC Hill Blasting Resumes Tuesday

Blasting operations will resume on the Montclair State College campus on Tuesday, March 6, and will continue for an indefinite period. Since the Houdaille Construction Company needs to establish a margin of safety between their “mountain moving” operations and the future library building, it is suitable for advance notices to their “mountain moving” operations and the future library building will have to block off the parking lot south of Fin­ney Hall.

Hereafter we expect to have small announcements in each Friday issue announcing the blasting operations for the following Tuesday. If snow or in­clement weather interferes with the use of the other parking lot, blasting will be postponed until the following Thursday.
Dear Old MSC

A well-known professor on campus once stated that "Montclair State College is merely a professional institution." MSC has dropped the term "Teachers" from its official title and begun to attack the professional training of future teachers. Oddly enough, the liberal arts in general have been neglected.

We can prove of our alma mater for numerous reasons. These attributes are too often overlooked by those who seek to condemn and criticize.

Granted, there are many problems which must be solved, e.g., library, bookstores, parking, advisors, but on the whole we students are fortunate to be attending "Harvard of the teachers colleges." We feel it is valid to take a look at the positive as well as the negative side of the MSC ledger.

First, we have an administration staff which is genuinely interested in the welfare of its students. Seldom does one find a college of this size where persons in administrative posts are willing and ready, as well as able, to devote so much time to solving over-all student problems on a man-to-man basis.

We have evidence of this in the concern shown by the administration over the advisory system problem, their interest in the used book store and their plans for improving the present book store. In these instances alone, we see willingness to discuss problems with students and hear and understand the viewpoint from the student's point of view.

Then, too, MSC has a student body who are outstanding scholars in their respective fields. Many are authors, critics, composers, TV teachers, and others who have received recognition from professional journals and have been selected leaders of their particular religious or political organizations. Of course, there are a few "rotten apples in the barrel" and it is indeed unfortunate if we let those of lesser excellence lead us to condemn our faculty as a whole.

A discretion followed in which various suggestions were made on how to put this matter to good use.

President Villani is to contact John Lauder of the Library Department about the possibility of the SGA donating money for book and "John Caesar performance.

A motion was made by Rose Kahane and seconded that the SGA Board of Trustees send the first 11 board members to the banquet and "John Caesar performance for $10 a ticket, for the College Development Fund. The motion was carried with a vote of ten "yes" and one "abstention.

President Villani announced that the Student Advisory Board will meet in Down Room Wednesday, February 22, at 3:30 p.m. to discuss curriculum evaluation.

Judith Anderson: President Villani announced that Judith Anderson is available for April 12 at a fee of $150, and that this would be her only appearance carried unanimously.

A motion was made by Bill Wolff and approved that the Junior Class be permitted to charge $50 a person for business as a Class B organization of the SGA. The motion was seconded and carried unanimously.

A motion was made by President Villani that students from other colleges be charged $1.00 a ticket for MSC students, two weeks prior to the performance and that Players will sell all tickets and distribute for the SGA.

A motion was made by Bill Wolff and approved that the SGA Board of Trustees appropriate $1500 for a dance to be held on Saturday, April 12, 1962. The motion was carried unanimously.

Judy Anderson: President Villani announced that Judy Anderson is available for April 12 at a fee of $150, and that this would be her only appearance.

A motion was made by President Villani and seconded that the entire college year when the SGA Board and will be given very sympathetic consideration. Student member of the Board will testify, I am sure, that every suggestion which comes in is considered carefully in light of fact and reason of the Book Store.

The matter of Book Store prices is one which needs to be examined with every care before drawing a conclusion. Every college has its highs and lows regardless of the size of the college. Compare the prices of books in the Montclair State Book Store with other college book stores and you find that the MSC Book Store is at least equal in the climatic and weather-proofing of books.

Every time such comparisons have been made, the results indicate that the college book store usually has lower prices on most items. Certainly there is no chance of course. If the SGA would consider joining forces with some other organization it might be possible to accomplish a lot.

Another interesting suggestion is the possibility of forming a student association in order to deal in anything but books or even rental textbooks. Actually in the long run such a college book store could make a very good profit by renting out books because it is a seasonal operation. The prices will always be lower at this time of the year when the student is in a bind and a situation arises in which he is willing to pay the price of $1.50 for a book but is only willing to pay $1.00 in the summer.

It is good management business to have items which bring some income through the lean months. (Continued on Page 3, Col. 5)
Newark To Host Four Lecturers

Three junior, four sophomores and one freshman were selected as semi-finalists in the sixteenth annual Phi Lambda Pi Campus Queen contest. The girls were selected after balloting by the student body. Votes were tallied in 120-minute sessions, and the eight semi-finalists and last year's Campus Queen, Pat Weisnak, will be presented to the student body.

After this assembly the male population of the school will vote in the final selection of the Campus Queen. The new Queen will be crowned at the sixteenth annual Campus Queen Dance to be held Saturday, March 9, 1962. The Campus Queen will be presented with the gown she modeled, through the courtesy of Miss Plum.

Tickets for the Campus Queen Dance will be on sale in Life Hall and from any member of Phi Lambda Pi for the rest of the week.

YAF To Sponsor Right Wing Rally

"World Liberation from Communism!" is the supposed theme of a rally being sponsored by the Young Americans for Freedom on March 7, 1962, at 8:00 p.m. Undoubtedly, 20,000 people will attend the rally while countless others will hear it over All-India radio!

Among those being honored are the movie actor, John Wayne, reportedly a member of the John Birch Society, John Doz Pannas, and Michael Telleschanko, Senators Barry Goldwater of Texas and John Tower of Texas, both known for their anti-labor policies, and Mato Tolumbo, who has employed white mercenaries to thwart the U.S. efforts to gain control over Congo.

It is apparent that the YAF, by honoring members of the John Birch Society, is seeking to unify the so-called "legitimate" and "reactionary" figures and to provide alternatives to the entire right wing movement.

The Liberal Forum of Rutgers University was constituted as a sounding-board for all opinions broadly classified as "liberal." Although we represent many viewpoints in the liberal spectrum, we are united in our abhorrence of the recent growth of the extreme right wing movement in the United States.

We don't deny YAF's right to assemble and express its views; we do wish to demonstrate firm opposition to the views they express.

ACCORDINGLY WE CALL FOR A NON-PARTISAN PEACEFUL PICKET LINE ON MARCH 7, OUTSIDE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN FROM 7:00 P.M. UNTIL THE END OF THE RALLY.

We emphasize the non-partisan nature of our appeal. Our objective is to coordinate MASS OPPOSITION, not to provide alternatives. Let us strive for a heightened awareness of the problems in favor of united opposition in a united front.

These are the movie actor, John Wayne, reportedly a member of the John Birch Society, John Doz Pannas, and Michael Telleschanko, Senators Barry Goldwater of Texas and John Tower of Texas, both known for their anti-labor policies, and Mato Tolumbo, who has employed white mercenaries to thwart the U.S. efforts to gain control over Congo.

In order that our attempts may be successful, our staff must expand proportionately.

No experience is necessary. Willingness to work and dependability are the only requirements.

Anyone interested in joining the staff of the Montclarion is asked to fill out the form below and submit it to the Publications office on the second floor of Life Hall.

Name: ___________________ Year: ____________ Major: ___________________

Interested in ____________________________
Earhart's Interview

Marks Anniversary

The following interview was given by Amelia Earhart over the next eight years ago, as reported by Montclair reporter, James Riesel. Mrs. Earhart made the 20th anniversary of the famous aviatrix's death.

"I remember the most famous woman pilot of the 20th century," she told us. "She was the first woman to fly alone across the Atlantic Ocean." Mrs. Earhart said that Miss Earhart was not content with the first solo flight across the Atlantic. She also set a new speed record for women and became the first woman to fly non-stop from Europe to America.

Earhart Letter to The New York Times

March 5, 1962

"Fly by night is what he said; Fly by night is what he did; And blended into the background of a pool-room theme.

"And certainly this was Hamlet's problem, that audience identification is a non-stop flight across the country, the first woman to do so, and at the same time set a new (Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
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QUESTION: Would you use the library on Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m. if it were open?

Lisandra Monetti, sophomore, English
I would use the library if it were to open until 11:30 on Tuesday because I don’t have classes until then. I do, however, think it is necessary to have the library open.

Loretia Marecki, freshman business education
I think it would be of the most importance and value, and would certainly be used. The facilities offered by the library are valued.

Mary Jane Mercer, sophomore
Yes. I would. I feel the library is a public service and should definitely be open.

Gail Fiore, freshman, mathematics
If I had to use it. It is the one place that should be open.

Barbara Keleisel, sophomore, business education
If I weren’t going to the assembly.

Bob Prive, sophomore, social studies
If I had to use it. It is the one place that should be open.

Jane Ziemba, sophomore, physical education
Yes. If the assembly were worth seeing, I would go, but otherwise I would not. I wouldn’t waste my time there. If it were open, I might go there for a short time.

Felix Alonzo, junior, English
If it were open?

Yes, I would.

Eileen Koch, freshman, home economics
I care would.

Bob Filorama, junior, english
Wisely I would use the library if I had something to do there.

Karen Grace, freshman, home economics
Yes, I would.

Foreign Film Aids

Holtz Scholarship

THE STAGE is set for the Nutley Film Society’s showing of "The Bicycle Thief," an Outstanding Foreign Film of 1948, beginning tonight in the auditorium. Directed by Vittorio De Sica, "The Bicycle Thief" has won universal press acclaim and has always distinguished a classic in foreign film making. A happy experience—an introduction to the first art form of cinema.

The story of a thief who steals a bicycle in order to keep his family in Paris is not new to American audiences. "The Bicycle Thief," however, contains a new dimension to this story. After he loses his job, the man steals his neighbor’s bicycle in order to support his family. Once on the road, he witnesses the true poverty and tragedy of his own people. He also meets a man who has been beaten by the police. When his bicycle is found by the police, he is arrested and his family is left destitute. The thief’s conscience reaches out to him and he goes to see his family, only to discover that they have already been captured by the police. The thief is then sent to prison, a prison that is as crowded and dirty as the slums he comes from. "The Bicycle Thief," directed by Vittorio De Sica, has won universal press acclaim and has always distinguished a classic in foreign film making.

The film is shown Friday night, March 5, at 7:30 p.m., in the auditorium. Admission is $0.50. It is sponsored by the Foreign Language Department and the Audio-Visual Center of Montclair State College. The film is open to the public.

The program will also include a presentation of "A Musicalal Performance of Montclair Life," a program of highlights of spring events on campus. The program will begin promptly at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium. Admission is $0.50.
**Montclairian**

March 2, 1962

**Arnheiter Collapses; Alumni Run In Meet**

_by Jack Parish_

The 74th Annual National AAU Track Championships were held at Madison Square Garden. Montclair was adequately represented with a small team but some of the edge was taken off by the fact that both Al and team effort as partisan fans were encouraged. Lyle Arnheiter collapse in middle.

Lyle Arnheiter

Along with Jim Beatty's gallant effort for another sub-four-minute-mile, the capacity crowd of 17,000 saw our own foot foiled exchange student, Anne Marie Tegelius, place second to Connecticut's Sal DiNicola hit on at 9:00 p.m. On Tuesday, March 6. Montclair lost the jump but no lead. Montclair was behind until the final seconds as Cappy just missed tying the court record of 62-51. Connecticut's Sal DiNicola hit on 1 at 7:30 before this year. Arnheiter Keels on Track

Anne Marie registered a time of 6:12 for the distance. This was her fourth time on the boards this winter, and the port bruiser experts to continue her running when the outdoor season begins. Lyle Arnheiter, a graduate of Montclair, also participated for the Indian trackers and placed 8th in the one-mile walk. The nation's best was entered, and the stiff competition made itself evident to the cheering crowd.

Montclair College, 85-51.

Montclair was. adequately represented for the first team. They proceeded to clinch third place in their heat, behind NYU and NYAC, with a closing time of 1:53. They missed the finals in the evening event, by a tenth of a second.

Gary Meyers, and Paul Simpson placed second in their heat with a time of 58.2, was only a couple of steps in front of the cute brunette. Arnheiter would regain his old form, as he is one of Montclair's Olympic hopefuls.

United England

Queen's Jeff Maloney sank six of Montclair, also participated in this game. Point streak, making it 43-77 Connecticut. Turning in one of the season's most dashing court performances, Connecticut almost added another record to his collection. The red considered to toss on the head during the final minute. Cappy was missed tying the court record of 47 points per game set by Clem Capitano. In the tense moments of the final bout the advantage seen was back and forth. The fence had scored three touches upon her opponent. Several necessary four touch to win, Cappy waved an earlier loss to the same Miss Jones and posted a total record of thirteen points against three losers.

The final results of the meet, designed for fencers making their debut in the Amateur Fencing League, saw Cindy Jones place second, with Patterson and Freedom fencers taking third and fourth place. Cheering on her was teammate Linda Borella and Jean Lyons fencers taking third and fourth.

To 84-71 Win Over Southern

Pete Capitano sparked the Indian defenses, Queens went on in the first six minutes, making a lay-up by Rodney Marheiter. Connecticut began with three more lay-ups by Capitano and one from the foul line to put the Big Red ahead, 12-9.

A pitched battle continued for five minutes before the score was tied three times and the Indians managed to regain a point lead. With 6:37 remaining in the half, the Chiefs began pulling away.

Basketets by Lauren, Young, and Beatty stretched the lead and a lay-up by Young made it 35-25. A jump by Lauten and a lay-up, foul, and two more lay-ups by Capitano then pushed the Big Red into a comfortable lead as the half ended 46-32.

Starting the second half, Southern Connecticut took the jump on a bobbie but missed the shot. Francis rebounded and Young scored in on the run to start the Chiefs on to victory. Capitano connected with two straight shots, noted his hanging from the rim. Johnson and Capitano canned with five straight baskets to threaten the Chiefs 44-35 with 2:02 to go. A jump by Lauten and a lay-up, foul, and two more lay-ups by Capitano then pushed the Big Red into a comfortable lead as the half ended 46-32.

The final results of the meet, designed for fencers making their debut in the Amateur Fencing League, saw Cindy Jones place second, with Patterson and Freedom fencers taking third and fourth place. Cheering on her was teammate Linda Borella and Jean Lyons fencers taking third and fourth.
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